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'The fans will be able to enjoy less Lucifer'

The sixth season will be the final season of Lucifer. But there's even sadder news to announce for the fans of the devil who became entangled in Earth matters.

The second part of the fifth season of Lucifer (Tom Ellis, photo) will soon begin production, and after that, production on the sixth season will immediately start as well. According to sources at TVLine, the sixth season will have fewer episodes in comparison to the fifth season. If this turns out to be correct - which hasn't been officially confirmed by Netflix -, the sixth episode will have six fewer episodes than the fifth season. 
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 The sixth season, which is supposed to wrap everything up and ensure a proper ending for the many fans of the series, will have ten episodes. This means that there will be 93 episodes in total. Six less than expected. It was generally thought that the sixth season would also have sixteen episodes. But because this hasn't been officially confirmed, it could change once again. The fifth season was originally supposed to also have ten episodes. Netflix has given the fifth season six more episodes and divided the season up into two parts. Not all hope is lost.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: Spotlight On: Giancarlo Esposito]
Spotlight On: Giancarlo Esposito

Lights off, spotlight on! Time to see which series Giancarlo Esposito also has on his resume.

Yesterday, 14:02

[image: Desperate Housewives actress cast in second season of Criminal Minds: Evolution]
Desperate Housewives actress cast in second season of Criminal Minds: Evolution

A Desperate Housewives actress will play a ghost from the past in season two of Criminal Minds: Evolution on Paramount+.

Yesterday, 12:02

[image: TV ratings America week 13]
TV ratings America week 13

In collaboration with The Nielsen Company, MySeries will publish the viewer ratings every week. In this news item, it will show which series have been watched the most. For more on your favourite series' viewer...

Yesterday, 10:56

[image: No plans for a third season of Barbaren]
No plans for a third season of Barbaren

One of the series' actors has apparently confirmed that there will not be a third season of Barbaren.

Yesterday, 10:02

[image: Pilot for FX's The Sensitive Kind adds eight new actors]
Pilot for FX's The Sensitive Kind adds eight new actors

Sterlin Harjo's FX pilot for The Sensitive Kind has added eight actors to star alongside executive producer and lead actor Ethan Hawke.

Yesterday, 09:02

[image: Prime Video releases trailer and poster for Them: The Scare]
Prime Video releases trailer and poster for Them: The Scare

Them will soon return for its second season and Prime Video has released a new trailer and poster.

Tuesday, 16:02
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